
Release Notes for 11/1/2016 WISEid/WISEstaff Production Release (WISEid Core Apps 
Sprint 121) 
 

Feature Title Notes 
WISEid: Hotfix Bug Fix Match Review Links On Results screen when you clicked 

on an individual upload’s potential 
matches it was showing all potential 
matches district wide for all uploads. 
We have fixed so it now limits to that 
uploads potential matches. 

WISEid STAFF: Hotfix Fix Entity ID deletions bug Anytime a district uploaded an Entity ID 
in the Contract upload it was deleting 
the Entity ID from WISEid.  Most would 
automatically be restored by our auto 
match process after a few hours.  You 
may have some people still missing 
Entity IDs that you will have to submit 
change requests for. 

WISEid: Add an optional 'Comments' text field to 'Report 
Duplicates' Now when reporting duplicates there is 

a comments box to add details that will 
be seen by the DPI CSRs reviewing 
the potential duplicate. 

WISEid: Hotfix Update 41 Inactive WISEids to active for DWDS 
plus view change Found 41 WISEids in uses by districts, 

but not active in WISEid so we 
reactivated them. This led to us 
discovering another 40K of old WSNs 
with only legacy race/ethnicity which 
we are now populating in WISEid.  

WISEid: Issue with staff legacy download - Remove Staff 
Legacy Upload Section Removed sections to do original SSN 

to WISEid process.  It was hidden for 
most agencies unless they had 
unresolved persons.  Now it's removed 
entirely. 

WISEid: Last Enrollment Info for WISEid(s) Clarified that the last enrollment info is 
actually last enrollment exit transaction. 
Also, found data issues for newer 
records we are in process of fixing 
which was caused by stalled data 
imports and 40k missing WSN WSLS 
records with legacy race only.. 



WISEid: Legacy Race/Ethnicity UI error Added errors on both Person and Staff 
Edit UI for anytime person doesn’t 
have regular race/ethnicity questions 
answered. 

STAFF: Add New Validation for new assignment code 96-0891 
Instructional/Special Ed Early Childhood Added new validation for 96-0891, but 

still has some problems we are fixing in 
not hotfix pack. 

STAFF: Contract Upload duplicates records due to merge 
causes fault When there are duplicate rows for the 

same person yet they two different 
WISEids (one active and one not) it 
was causing a fault.  Now it reports 
them as duplicate errors and stops 
them from upload as Errors in Results 
page. 

STAFF: Convert Grades Outside School Range Info to Error 
Messages When grades are outside of school 

range this is now an error rather than 
an info message. You must manually 
fix.  Often this is because the wrong 
school is chosen which you should 
correct rather than change grades. 

STAFF: correct snapshot process for latest highest degree 
lookup We were miscoding the highest degree 

when doing our snapshots and 
reporting on DPI website. 

STAFF: Hotfix Assignment Downloads type for Art Classes In assignment download below the 
column with “Art Classes” had a typo of 
“Arts Classes” which we corrected. 
Downloads include: 

● Results / File Name for assignment 
uploads (download of original file) 

● Results / Download assignment 
uploads 

● Manage Staff Data/ Copy Forward 
Files / Download Assignments 

● Manage Staff Data / Current WISEstaff 
Data/ Download Current Year 
Assignments 

 
STAFF: hotfix Correct Snapshot for 2015 and 2016 to have 
correct highest degree lookup We were miscoding the highest degree 

when doing our snapshots and 
reporting on DPI website.  We have 
corrected this and our correcting our 
highest degree data for 14-15 and 
15-16 on the DPI website. 



STAFF: Research and resolve issues causing database 
deadlocks on 10/10/16 Made fixes to a number of backend 

errors we were seeing in the system 
which affected performance and staff 
validation error generation. 

STAFF: Update Copy Forward directions dynamic years Copy Forward sections directions in 
the UI was hard coded for last year. 
We have updated to match system 
active year so it will dynamically update 
each year. 

STAFF: Hotfix Contract file upload doesn't update existing 
contracts Recent Contract upload where users 

were updating existing data in system 
didn’t update the data.  Recommend 
repeating and recent Contract uploads. 

 


